TESTIMONIAL
zBoost Keeps Teleworker Happy and Dry

Challenge

I work in corporate communications, and I need to
be available at a moment’s notice in situations,
where there is news at work that has to be
communicated to employees. I work from home on a
regular basis, and it’s important to be available to my
colleagues pretty much all the time. It was
unbelievably frustrating when one of them would try
to call me on my cell phone…half the time my phone
wouldn’t ring at all, and then two hours later I would
see that there was a new voice mail. The signal at
my house was just terrible, and when I worked from
home, I was on pins and needles that I might be
missing an important call. I live in Denver, and often
this Winter and Spring (before I installed my zBoost)
I had to go outside to get a signal – in snow, rain,
and even hail. It was completely pathetic. I would
come in from a call looking like a drowned rat.

Solution

It was stunning how easy it was to set up my zBoost.
I went from having zero bars in most of the house to
having five bars pretty much everywhere in a matter
of thirty seconds. My zBoost has been absolutely
trouble-free – installing it was unbelievably easy, and
it’s worked like a charm ever since. The zBoost is so
completely, consistently perfect. No more going
outside in all kinds of weather to get a signal; no
more missed calls from work; no more worrying
about missing calls from work – the zBoost is
fantastic for keeping me connected to work and for
my peace of mind. I love my zBoost probably more
than a person should love what is, technically, an
inanimate object. It’s just amazing.
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Benefits
zBoost Products Used
•

Boosts indoor signal for cell
phones, smartphones,
wireless data cards and
wireless alarm panels.

•

Reduces dropped calls and
improves cell phone signal
indoors, increasing
performance of voice and
data. Some of the benefits for
the cell phone users include
extending battery life,
replacing landline phones,
reducing or eliminating
dropped calls and increasing
wireless performance.

•

Improves indoor cell phone
voice and data signals for all
major carriers (except
Nextel).

•

Utilizes distributed amplifier
architecture for increased
reliability and flexibility.

•

All system components
included for easy installation.

•

System kits available for
coverage areas up to 20,000
and 40,000 square feet.

•

Uses patent-pending
technologies that protect the
carrier network
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zBoost YX545 SOHO
Designed for consumers, zBoost SOHO cell phone
signal boosters extend a Cell Zone™ for multiple users
and ALL devices operating on 800 and 1900 MHz
frequency bands except those using Nextel/iDEN, 4G or
2100Mhz. zBoost SOHO boosts signal up to 3000
square feet, making it perfect for your home or office.

